
April 2020 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the April 2020 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month. The months ahead look uncertain in
many ways (see our COVID-19 update here), but our team at NHBS will continue to bring you relevant and exciting new books. .

An exceptionally strong list of bird books was either announced or arrived in stock. Penguin Random House South Africa will publish the 5th edition of
SASOL Birds of Southern Africa in August. As with the 4th edition, it will be published in three versions. Two site guides for Mallorca have been published simultaneously:
we received stock of Birds of Mallorca: An Accurate and Comprehensive Guide to the 340 Species of Birds, Covering 31 Sites Across the Island, published by the author
Neville Davies, and there is the bilingual (English / German) Birds of Mallorca: Where and When to Observe Them from Balearmex XXI.  Also just published by the Paris
Museum of Natural History is the French distribution atlas
Atlas des Oiseaux Migrateurs et Hivernants d'Aquitaine: Dordogne, Gironde, Landes, Lot-et-Garonne, Pyrénéés-Atlantiques. Then there are several books on bird biology
on the horizon. Princeton University Press will publish the paperback of Far from Land: The Mysterious Lives of Seabirds in September while Harper Collins will reissue Ian
Newton's New Naturalist volume Bird Migration in May. More academically oriented are the third edition of Raptor Medicine, Surgery and Rehabilitation, due August from
CABI Publishing, and two titles from Cambridge University Press: the paperback Avian Cognition, due June, and the completely new book
The Kestrel: Ecology, Behaviour and Conservation of an Open-Land Predator, due September. Lastly, we have stock of the privately published
A Brush with Birds of Paradise: Paintings from the Papua New Guinea Rainforest.

On the topic of mammals, we have the first volume in a new Springer series, Handbook of the Mammals of Europe. The introductory volume
Mammals of Europe: Past, Present, and Future is due August. Academic Press will publish Jaguars of the Northern Pantanal: Panthera onca at the Meeting of the Waters
in June and there are two primate titles coming, New World Monkeys: The Evolutionary Odyssey, due September from Princeton University Press, and the paperback of
Mahale Chimpanzees: 50 Years of Research due June from Cambridge University Press. KNNV Publishing has recently published a new edition of their Dutch Field
Guide to Animals Tracks of Europe. Lastly, Harper Collins will publish the paperback of The Hidden World of the Fox in September.

For other animal groups, we have one or two titles each to announce. The Ivy Press will publish Lizards of the World: A Guide to Every Family in September, and Johns
Hopkins University Press has announced Shark Biology and Conservation: Essentials for Educators, Students, and Enthusiasts for September. An entomology title we are
very excited about is Beetles of Britain and Ireland, Volume 3: Geotrupidae to Scraptiidae due July. This is the penultimate title in this series, with only volume 2 remaining
to be written. WILDGuides has announced new editions of Britain's Butterflies: A Field Guide to the Butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland (4th edition) and
Britain's Spiders: A Field Guide (2nd edition), both due September. On the topic of plants there is one noteworthy title:
Illustrated Field Guide to the Flowers of Sri Lanka, Volume 3.

Ecologists can look out for four new exciting books. WILDGuides will publish the second edition of the staggeringly successful
Britain's Habitats: A Field Guide to the Wildlife Habitats of Great Britain and Ireland in August. CRC Press has just published the paperback of the 2001 book
Biogeography of the West Indies: Patterns and Perspectives. Chartwell Books will publish Atlas of Oceans: An Ecological Survey of This Fascinating Hidden World in April.
And, lastly, Springer has just published a new annotated edition of Charles Elton's classic 1958 text The Ecology of Invasions by Animals and Plants.

On the topic of conservation biology and environmental issues, there are three books worth mentioning in the pipeline. Johns Hopkins University Press will publish the
paperback of Becoming a Wildlife Professional in August, while Island Press has announced
Unnatural Companions: Rethinking Our Love of Pets in an Age of Wildlife Extinction for April. Earthscan has recently published
Writing a New Environmental Era: Moving Forward to Nature, which makes a case for the importance of environmental humanities in addressing climate change and other
environmental issues.

Finally, there is a smattering of titles covering different disciplines and genres. W.W. Norton will publish the paperback of
Floating Coast: An Environmental History of the Bering Strait in September. Columbia University Press has announced
The Story of Evolution in 25 Discoveries: The Evidence and the People Who Found It for September, which will be the fourth such book authored by Donald R. Prothero. A
new, inexpensive version of Edward Abbey's Desert Solitaire: A Season in the Wilderness is due May from Harper Collins. Penguin Books will publish the paperback of
Jared Diamond's Upheaval: How Nations Cope with Crisis and Change in May. Very topical is Adam
Kurcharski's The Rules of Contagion: Why Things Spread - and Why They Stop, just published by Profile Books.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, keep safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Evolution and Phylogeny of Pancrustacea
A Story of Scientific Method
Frederick R Schram(Author), Stefan Koenemann(Author)
The scientific understanding of arthropod phylogeny and evolution has changed significantly in
recent decades. One of the most momentous alterations involved crustaceans, which are not a
monophyletic group, but are part of a larger group along with...

904 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press

Hardback #250276 Jul-2020 9780195365764 £96.99

Making Nests for Bumble Bees
A Way to Save an Endangered Species
Manfred Intenthron(Author), John Gerrard(Author)
If the bumblebee is to flourish, one place that can become its haven is the garden. Flowers,
which are their food supply, are what every gardener grows. All gardeners aim to have flowers
all the year-round and in great variety which is what...

44 pages | b/w line drawings | International Bee Research Association

Paperback #250301 2018 9780860982869 £15.99

Nymphalidae Part 3 (Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region)
Subfamily Limenitidinae, Tribe Neptini
Gian Cristoforo Bozano(Author)
Nymphalidae Part 3 covers subfamily Limenitidinae, tribe Neptini.From the foreword:"The
second edition of Nymphalidae part III comes out exactly eleven years after the rst one. In the
case of other volumes of the series Guide to the...

77 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
Omnes Artes

Paperback #250197 2019 9788887989236 £34.99
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Beetles of Britain and Ireland, Volume 3
Geotrupidae to Scraptiidae
Andrew G Duff(Author)
Volume 3 covers a large number of families which exhibit a wide range of morphologies and
ways of life, including the familiar dor beetles, stag beetles, dung beetles and chafers, jewel
beetles, click beetles, glow-worms, soldier beetles, chequered...

670 pages | 79 plates with 473 colour photos; b/w line drawings | A.G.
Duff Publishing

Hardback #200647 Jul-2020 9780957334724 £109.00

Britain's Butterflies
A Field Guide to the Butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland
David E Newland(Author), Robert Still(Author), Andy Swash(Author), David Tomlinson(Author)
Britain’s Butterflies is a comprehensive and beautifully designed photographic field guide to the
butterflies of Britain and Ireland. Containing hundreds of stunning colour photographs, the
fourth edition has been extensively revised and...

256 pages | 600+ colour photos, 10 b/w illustrations, 76 colour
distribution maps | WILDGuides

Paperback #249909 Sep-2020 9780691205441 £14.99

Britain's Spiders
A Field Guide
Lawrence Bee(Author), Geoff Oxford(Author), Helen Smith(Author)
Now in a comprehensively revised and updated new edition, Britain's Spiders is a guide to all
38 of the British families, focussing on spiders that can be identified in the field. Illustrated with
a remarkable collection of photographs, it is...

496 pages | 700+ colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution
maps | WILDGuides

Paperback #250196 Sep-2020 9780691204741 £19.99
Paperback #233994 2017 9780691165295 £19.99

Veldgids Zweefvliegen [Field Guide to Hoverflies]
Sander Bot(Author), Frank van de Meutter(Author)
This is the second edition of the first Dutch field guide to allow identification of all 384 hoverfly
species of the Netherlands and Belgium, an increase of two species compared to the first
edition. Hoverflies have long been favourites of...

388 pages | 1700+ colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution
maps | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #250077 2020 9789050117562 £30.99

Agromyzidae (Diptera) of Hungary, Volume 4: Phytomyzinae III
László Papp(Author), Miloš Černý(Author)
The final volume of this 4-volume monograph on the Agromyzidae of Hungary. Volume 4
contains the third systematic part of the subfamily Phytomyzinae with the genera
Chromatomyia (33 species), Napomyza (19 species), Phytomyza (166 species) for a total...

708 pages | 226 plates with 2300+ b/w line drawings | Pars Ltd.

Hardback #243380 2020 9789638833969 £99.99

Veldgids Sprinkhanen en Krekels van Europa [Field Guide to the Grasshoppers and
Crickets of Europe]
Heiko Bellmann(Author), Florin Rutschmann(Author), Christian Roesti(Author), Axel
Hochkirch(Author)
Grasshoppers are some of the most common, striking and diverse insects. They are an
indispensable part of the food web of many animals. This extensive field guide treats almost
300 species: all species in Central and Northern Europe, and the most...

412 pages | <700 colour photos, 160 b/w line drawings, 284 colour
distribution maps | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #250076 May-2020 9789050117326 £34.99

Cone Shells of Martinique & Guadeloupe / Cônes de Martinique et de Guadeloupe
Pierre Clovel(Author), David Touitou(Author)
A comprehensive guide to a family of shells widespread throughout the Caribbean: Conidae.
This comprehensive guide, updated with the latest scientific data, will delight those who want to
know more about these molluscs whose venom is studied...

300 pages | 122 plates with 580 colour photos | Seashell Collector

Paperback #250112 Mar-2020 9782956650829 £69.99

Biology and Ecology of Venomous Marine Cnidarians
Ramasamy Santhanam(Author)
Seas and oceans cover 71% of the earth's surface and they are home to 80% of all life found
on the planet. Among the different components of marine life, the phylum Cnidaria (formerly
Coelenterata) has been reported to be responsible for more...

343 pages | 189 colour & 41 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250182 2020 9789811516023 £139.99

FSC Wildlife Pack: Pollinator Pack
The pollinator pack contains a bee bombs seed bag, a card-sized magnifier, pollinator book,
and three of the FSC’s popular fold-out charts:- Butterfly- Day-flying moths- Bees

24 pages | colour illustrations | Field Studies Council (FSC)

Other #250214 2020 £17.99

Handbook of Insects
Photographic Guide for Identification
VB Awasthi(Author)
This book allows correct and quick identification of common insects of Asia, America, Africa
and Australia, aimed at beginners as well as graduate students of zoology and entomology.
This guide will stimulate those outside of zoology and entomology...

193 pages | colour photos | Scientific Publishers

Hardback #250285 2019 9789388172783 £64.99

Isopod Zoology
Biology, Husbandry, Species, and Cultivars
Orin McMonigle(Author)
Looking to keep 'rubber duckies, ' 'Spanish oranges, ' white dragons, Greek shields, or zebra
pillbugs? This is the isopod guide for you. Isopod Zoology is an updated reference for
enthusiasts, providing husbandry notes for a wide...

220 pages | colour photos | Coachwhip Publications

Paperback #250329 2019 9781616464882 £49.99

Arthropedia
An Illustrated Alphabet of Invertebrates
Vanna Bartlett(Author)
Norwich-based artist and insect enthusiast Vanna Bartlett has spent three years painting,
drawing and writing her personal illustrated alphabet of invertebrates. Her wonderful colour
plates bring together moths, butterflies, bees, wasps, spiders,...

112 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Mascot Media

Paperback #250367 2020 9781916478367 £19.99
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Natural History

Urban and Community Forestry in the Northeast
John E Kuser(Editor)
Handbook encompassing all aspects of urban forestry. Chapters cover topics from legal,
financial and managerial matters to the fundamentals of planting, maintaining, and recycling
trees and green areas in cities and towns in the Northest and Middle...

434 pages | Springer Nature

Paperback #250258 2012 9781461368809 £54.99

Prairie
A Natural History of the Heart of North America
Candace Savage(Author)
A textual edition of Candace Savage's acclaimed and beautifully written guide to the ecology of
the prairies, now revised and updated.This revised edition of Prairie features a new preface
along with updated research on the effects of climate...

336 pages | b/w illustrations, colour maps | Greystone Books

Paperback #250353 Jun-2020 9781771645942 £13.99

Wetlands Ecology and Management
Christina G Siontorou(Author), Elias Dimitriou(Author), Dorothea Politi(Author)
Wetlands Ecology and Management looks at all of the aspects involved in wetland preservation
– sociology, management, economics, ecology, and technology – and provides assessment
methods and implementation tools. In addition, Wetlands...

280 pages | 40 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #235329 Sep-2020 9781138035836 £127.00

Antarctic Atlas
A Continent in 70 Maps
Peter Fretwell(Author)
Remote, evocative and romantic, the frozen continent holds a unique place in the psyche of
humanity. It is a world apart. Separated geographically from warmer lands by the cold and
tumultuous waters of the Southern Ocean and separated in our mind by...

192 pages | colour maps | Particular Books

Hardback #249489 Oct-2020 9781846149337 £24.99

Berliner Höhlenkundliche Berichte, Volume 78: Karst and Caves of the Serra da
Bodoquena, Mato Grosso do Sul State, Brazil
Michael Laumanns(Author), Rafael Camargo(Author), Livia Medeiro Cordeiro(Author)
A standard overview on the caves of one of the largest karst areas in Brazil. Includes the 2017
and 2019 international expeditions. 337 caves with a total of 22.4 km of passages are
described in detail.

98 pages | colour photos, b/w maps, tables | Speläoclub Berlin

Paperback #250093 1970 £14.99

Wild Himalaya
A Natural History of The Greatest Mountain Range on Earth
Stephen Alter(Author)
The Himalaya span a distance of roughly 2,500 kilometres in length and between 350 and 150
kilometres in breadth, rising to a maximum height of almost 9 kilometres above sea level. In
Wild Himalaya, award-winning author Stephen Alter brings alive the...

440 pages | colour photos | Rupa Publications India

Hardback #250126 2019 9789388292771 £35.99

Lagoa Santa Karst
Brazil's Iconic Karst Region
Augusto S Auler(Editor), Paulo Pessoa(Editor)
This book discusses the Lagoa Santa Karst, which has been internationally known since the
pioneering studies of the Danish naturalist Peter Lund in the early 1800s. It covers the
speleogenesis, geology, vegetation, fauna, hydrogeology, geomorphology,...

330 pages | 178 colour & 26 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250162 2020 9783030359393 £129.99

Mangrove Wetlands and Their Diversity in Odisha
Acquainting with Species Diversity in Landscape Views of Bhitarkanika & Subarnarekha
Wetlands
Uday Chand Basak(Author), Pramodini Rout(Author), Bikash Das(Author), Rebecca
Nayar(Foreword By)
This publication showcases some of the wetlands found in Bhitarkanika National Park and
bordering the Subarnarekha river in the Indian state of Odisha, based of the years of fieldwork
undertaken by the authors during various research projects....

76 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | Regional Plant Resource
Centre, India

Paperback #250286 2019 9788194070733 £49.99

Desert Solitaire
A Season in the Wilderness
Edward Abbey(Author)
Now published in a special edition to celebrate its 50th Anniversary, this classic seems
remarkably prescient, and has lost none of its power. In this shimmering masterpiece of
American nature writing, Edward Abbey ventures alone into the canyonlands...

322 pages | no illustrations | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #250188 May-2020 9780008283339 £7.99
Paperback #240400 2018 9780008283315 £12.99

Cicerone Guide: The North-Western Fells
High Stile, Grasmoor, Grisedale Pike and Haystacks
Mark Richards(Author)
Lakeland Fellranger walking guide by Mark Richards covering 29 summits in the North-
Western Fells of the Lake District, including a wide range of walks old and new, bounded by
Borrowdale, Buttermere and Bassenthwaite, between Keswick in the east and...

256 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Cicerone Press

Paperback #244272 Sep-2020 9781786310361 £14.95

An Expert's Guide to Finding the Animals in Etosha
Neil MacLeod(Author), Nikos G Petrou(Author)
Updated for 2019, this book contains 96 pages full of information gathered over countless
game drives throughout Etosha by one of Namibia’s leading safari guides. This book will
maximise your chances of finding the animals. Including, for the...

96 pages | 294 colour photos, 5 colour maps | Klaus Hess Verlag

Paperback #250146 2019 9783933117854 £29.99
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Veldgids Diersporen Europa [Field Guide to Animal Tracks of Europe]
Annemarie van Diepenbeek(Author), Peter Twisk(Illustrator)
The Veldgids Diersporen Europa is a completely revised and expanded edition that was
previously published as Veldgids Diersporen. It is the most complete guide for Europe with
approximately 700 photos and over 170 drawings.Animal tracks can be found...

346 pages | ~700 colour photos and 170+ b/w illustrations | KNNV
Uitgeverij

Hardback #250295 2019 9789050117067 £34.99

Britain's Habitats
A Field Guide to the Wildlife Habitats of Great Britain and Ireland
Sophie Lake(Author), Durwyn Liley(Author), Robert Still(Author), Andy Swash(Author)
This lavishly illustrated photographic guide provides a comprehensive overview of the natural
history of wildlife habitats in Britain and Ireland. Now completely redesigned in a handy field-
guide format, and featuring revised and updated text...

432 pages | 700 colour photos, colour illustrations, and colour distribution
maps | WILDGuides

Paperback #250195 Sep-2020 9780691203591 £19.99

55 Years of Wildlife Photographer of the Year
How Wildlife Photography Became Art
Rosamund Kidman-Cox(Editor)
This update to the bestselling 50 Years of Wildlife Photographer of the Year features 20
stunning new images which have come from the last 5 years of the competition. They
showcase the advances that continue to be made in approach and...

300 pages | colour & b/w photos | London Natural History Museum

Paperback #241743 2018 9780565094782 £19.99
Hardback #249164 Sep-2020 9780565095130 £34.99
Hardback #224148 2015 9780565093839 £24.99

Extreme Animals
Tallest, Smallest, Fastest, Heaviest, Highest
Dominic Couzens(Author)
Prepare to be amazed by the most astounding feats in the natural world. Did you know that the
mantis shrimp can punch its way through a sheet of glass, that the Bar-tailed Godwit can
migrate 11 000km non-stop from Alaska to New Zealand, or that up to...

184 pages | 150 colour photos and colour illustrations | New Holland
Publishers

Paperback #246520 2019 9781925546491 £21.99

South Shetland Islands (Map)
British Antarctic Survey (BAS)(Author)
This double-sided map features topographic detail with a satellite image mosaic backdrop. The
map is available as either a folded map, or a flat wall map that will be delivered in a poster roll.
It covers the South Shetland Islands in three separate...

32 pages | 1 colour map, scale 1:200,000, size folded 13 × 21 cm, size
unfolded 89 × 87.8 cm | British Antarctic Survey

Map #250238 2019 9780856652240 £14.99
Map #250237 2019 9780856652233 £14.99

Dark Skies
A Journey Into the Wild Night
Tiffany Francis(Author)
In this beautifully written nature narrative, Tiffany Francis explores nocturnal landscapes and
investigates how our experiences of the night-time world have permeated our history, folklore,
science, geography, art, and literature.Darkness has shaped...

272 pages | b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #250359 Sep-2020 9781472964601 £9.99
Hardback #244976 2019 9781472964595 £9.99

How to Catch a Mole
And Find Yourself in Nature
Marc Hamer(Author)
A life-affirming book about the British countryside, the cycle of nature, solitude, mortality and
contentment, through the prism of a brilliant new nature writer's experience working as a
traditional mole-catcher."I have been catching moles...

240 pages | b/w illustrations | Vintage

Paperback #249924 Oct-2020 9781784709938 £8.99
Hardback #246037 2019 9781787301245 £12.99

Nature Matrix
New and Selected Essays
Robert Michael Pyle(Author)
Nature Matrix is a gathering of some of Robert Michael Pyle's most significant, original, and
timely expressions of a life immersed in the natural world, in all its splendor, power, and
perilNature Matrix: New and Selected Essays contains sixteen...

288 pages | Counterpoint

Paperback #247674 Oct-2020 9781640092761 £12.99

The Lost Spells
Robert MacFarlane(Author), Jackie Morris(Illustrator)
Kindred in spirit to The Lost Words but fresh in its form, The Lost Spells is a pocket-sized
treasure that introduces a beautiful new set of natural spell-poems and artwork by beloved
creative duo Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris.As in The Lost...

320 pages | colour illustrations | Hamish Hamilton

Hardback #249846 Oct-2020 9780241444641 £16.99

Wilson's Ornithology & Burds in Scots
Hamish MacDonald(Author), Alexander Wilson(Illustrator), Paul Walton(Introduction By)
As a result of his travels across the North American continent in the eighteenth century
Alexander Wilson pioneered the science of ornithological writing and illustration, becoming an
inspiration for most of the ornithological works which followed....

65 pages | 54 colour illustrations | Scotland Street Press

Paperback #249877 2020 9781910895399 £9.99

Seabirds and Seals
Stories from 25 Years of Wildlife Guiding around the Shetland Islands of Bressay and Noss
Jonathan Wills(Author)
An entertaining, thought-provoking and informative overview of 25 years of wildlife guiding
around the Shetland islands of Bressay and Noss. After sailing around these two small
Shetland islands with his award-winning wildlife tourism business for...

150 pages | colour photos | Shetland Times

Paperback #250105 2020 £19.99

Cyril’s Big Adventure
A Real Nature Story with a Happy Ending
Katharine Lowrie(Author)
This children's book tells the story of cyril, a cirl bunting who decides to go on a big adventure.
But his adventure quickly turns into a perilous quest when he discovers The Nothing…Based
on a true story about how we nearly lost these...

40 pages | colour illustrations | Yellow Rattle

Paperback #250118 2019 9781916226104 £6.99
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Chasing Horizons
Learning from Africa
Shivang Mehta(Author), Shatabdi Chakrabarti(Editor), Fedrico Venonesi(Foreword By), Vijay
Kumawat(Illustrator)
Chasing Horizons: Learnings from Africa is Shivang Mehta's second book, after the best
selling A Decade with Tigers. Chasing Horizons is a unique compilation of the author's
experiences in Wild Africa – a continent where Shivang has...

206 pages | colour photos | Shivang Mehta Books

Hardback #250120 2019 9789353825218 £175.00

Charles Darwin
John van Wyhe(Author)
The Compact Guide: Charles Darwin reveals the famous scientist's life in compelling
detail.From his expedition aboard the Beagle and his legendary research in the Galapagos
Islands, to his marriage and illness and the publication of his...

128 pages | Welbeck Publishing Group

Paperback #250125 2020 9780233006185 £8.99

Arctic
Vincent Munier(Illustrator)
Vincent Munier showcases his best pictures from the Arctic. He brought them from different
polar expeditions lead in winter during the past 6 years, generally alone and with full autonomy.
In the cold, pulling heavy sleds, he walked and skied across...

310 pages | colour photos | Kobalann Publishing

Hardback #250167 2015 9782953738971 £59.99

Activity, Diet and Social Practice
Addressing Everyday Life in Human Skeletal Remains
Sarah Schrader(Author)
Day-to-day activities are important in the development of social identities, the establishment of
social standing, and the communal understanding of societal rules. This perspective is broadly
referred to as practice theory and relates to the power...

213 pages | 14 colour & 8 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250191 2018 9783030025434 £74.99

Bioarchaeological Analyses and Bodies
New Ways of Knowing Anatomical and Archaeological Skeletal Collections
Pamela K Stone(Editor)
Bioarchaeological Analyses and Bodies features bioarchaeological research that interrogates
the human skeleton in concert with material culture, ethnographic data and archival research.
This approach provides examples of how these intersections of...

239 pages | 23 colour & 8 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250192 2018 9783319711133 £79.99

Identified Skeletal Collections
The Testing Ground of Anthropology?
Charlotte Yvette Henderson(Editor), Francisca Alves Cardoso(Editor)
Human skeletons are widely studied in archaeological, anthropological and forensic settings to
learn about the deceased. Methods used to identify individuals in forensic contexts and to
determine age and sex in archaeological settings are normally...

198 pages | illustrations | Archaeopress

Paperback #250193 2018 9781784918057 £29.99

Village on the Euphrates
The Excavation of Abu Hureyra
AMT Moore(Author), Gordon C Hillman(Author), AJ Legge(Author)
Tell Abu Hureyra, a settlement by the Euphrates River in Syria, was excavated in 1972-73 by
an international team of archaeologists that included the authors of the book and scientists
from English, American. and Australian universities. The...

603 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Hardback #250194 2000 9780195108064 £110.00

You're Invited to a Moth Ball
A Nighttime Insect Celebration
Loree Griffin Burns(Author), Ellen Harasimowicz(Illustrator)
RSVP and have a ball – a moth ball – while studying moths in your own backyard!Kids are
usually asleep when moths come out at night. But discovering the diverse moth population is
simple – stay up late and set up a party for moths!...

40 pages | colour photos | Charlesbridge Publishing Incorporated

Hardback #250208 Apr-2020 9781580896863 £13.99

The Stream Invites Us to Follow
Exploring the Eden from Source to Sea
Dick Capel(Author)
As a long-time countryside manager for the Eden Valley in Cumbria, North West England, few
people know this area quite as intimately as Dick Capel, who takes us on a series of
introspective rambles from the source of the river in Mallerstang to the...

288 pages | Saraband (Scotland)

Paperback #250209 Apr-2020 9781912235841 £9.99

Wintering
How I Learned to Flourish When Life Became Frozen
Katherine May(Author)
Wintering is a season in the cold. It is a fallow period in life when you're cut off from the world,
feeling rejected, sidelined, blocked from progress, or cast into the role of an outsider. However
it arrives, wintering is usually involuntary,...

288 pages | Rider Books

Hardback #250212 2020 9781846045981 £14.99

The Wild Silence
Raynor Winn(Author)
Nature holds the answers for Raynor and her husband Moth. After walking 630 homeless miles
along The Salt Path, living on the windswept and wild English coastline; the cliffs, the sky and
the chalky earth now feel like their home. Moth has a terminal...

288 pages | Michael Joseph

Hardback #250215 Apr-2020 9780241401460 £12.99

The Wild Remedy
How Nature Mends Us – A Diary
Emma Mitchell(Author)
Emma Mitchell's richly illustrated and evocative diary records her nature finds over the course
of a year and shows how being in the wild benefits our mental and physical wellbeing.Emma
Mitchell doesn't want to beat around the hawthorn bush,...

192 pages | Michael O'Mara Books

Hardback #250216 2018 9781789290424 £14.99
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Reference

The Natural Health Service
What the Great Outdoors Can Do for Your Mind
Isabel Hardman(Author)
In 2016, Isabel Hardman's mind, in her own words, 'stopped working' as she fell prey to severe
depression and anxiety. She took time off on long-term sick leave and despite several relapses
has returned to work with a much improved...

336 pages | Atlantic Books

Hardback #250217 Apr-2020 9781786495907 £16.99

Knowledge Encyclopedia Ocean!
Our Watery World as You've Never Seen It Before
Dorling Kindersley (DK)(Author)
Dive into our planet's largest and least explored world in this stunning encyclopedia of
everything ocean – including whales, waves, wrecks, wind farms, and more!Using 3D
computer illustrations to show cross-section views and a level of...

208 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #250236 Aug-2020 9780241412886 £18.99

Beachcombing in South Africa
Rudy van der Elst(Author)
Anyone who spends time beside the sea knows there's a wealth of 'treasure' to be found, be it
natural or manufactured, living or washed up. Beachcombing in South Africa is a friendly guide
to the seashore's rich pickings.Short...

144 pages | colour photos | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #250274 2019 9781775845713 £19.99

Wild Guide to Moreton Bay and Adjacent Coasts (2-Volume Set)
This edition, now in two volumes with a slipcase, celebrates the diverse marine life and the
amazing natural environments of Moreton Bay and southern Queensland. This comprehensive
guide highlights over 1500 species of animals and plants found in...

443 pages | colour photos | Queensland Museum

Paperback #250278 2011 9780987055569 £59.99

Writing Wild
Women Poets, Ramblers, and Mavericks Who Shape How We See the Natural World
Kathryn Aalto(Author), Gisela Goppel(Illustrator)
In Writing Wild, Kathryn Aalto celebrates 25 women, both historical and current, whose
influential writing helps deepen our connection to and understanding of the natural world.
These inspiring wordsmiths are scholars, spiritual seekers,...

288 pages | Timber Press

Paperback #250294 Apr-2020 9781604699272 £18.99

Why Fish Don't Exist
A Story of Loss, Love, and the Hidden Order of Life
Lulu Miller(Author)
A wondrous debut from an extraordinary new voice in nonfiction, Why Fish Don't Exist is a dark
and astonishing tale of love, chaos, scientific obsession, and – possibly – even murder.David
Starr Jordan was a taxonomist, a man...

240 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #250328 Apr-2020 9781501160271 £28.50

Captain Cook
Explorer, Navigator, Hero
Alistair MacLean(Author)
On the 250th anniversary of Captain Cook's successful navigation to the coast of Australia, this
is Alistair MacLean's absorbing story of one of Britain's great national heroes, from his obscure
beginnings to his sudden and violent death...

192 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #250339 2020 9780007371983 £9.99

Ethiopia's Wildlife Treasures
Håkan Pohlstrand(Author)
Ethiopia is a treasure trove of wildlife secrets that are to be discovered, marvelled and
preserved. The diversity of mammals and birds have evolved because of the unique
geographic conditions of the land: highland forests, lofty plateaus, dense...

220 pages | colour photos | Shama Books

Paperback #250340 2019 £86.99

Wanderland
A Search for Magic in the Landscape
Jini Reddy(Author)
Alone on a remote mountaintop one dark night, a woman hears a mysterious voice.Propelled
by the memory and after years of dreaming about it, Jini Reddy dares to delve into the
'wanderlands' of Britain, heading off in search of the magical in...

272 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #250354 Apr-2020 9781472951939 £16.99

The Pocket Book of Garden Experiments
80 Fun Activities for Families
Helen Pilcher(Author)
With more than 80 experiments for the whole family to discover and enjoy,The Pocket Book of
Garden Experiments contains easy-to-follow instructions for activities that will stretch your
imagination and bring out your inner scientist.- Make an...

192 pages | 100+ colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #250355 Apr-2020 9781472976307 £14.99

The Nature of Play
A Handbook of Nature-Based Activities for All Seasons
Delfina Aguilar(Author)
Playing is in our nature – and playing in and with nature is one of the greatest delights
childhood has to offer, whether you live among skyscrapers or fields. The Nature of Play
suggests simple, seasonal ideas for nature-based play all year...

216 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Fanny & Alexander

Paperback #250361 2019 9781916167902 £16.99

British Art and the East India Company
Geoff Quilley(Author)
British Art and the East India Company examines the role of the East India Company in the
production and development of British art during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
when a new "school" of British art was in its...

370 pages | 102 colour illustrations | Boydell & Brewer

Hardback #250366 May-2020 9781783275106 £74.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

The Planets
Brian Cox(Author), Andrew Cohen(Author)
A companion book to the critically acclaimed BBC series.Jupiter: The Ruthless One – Mars:
The Doomed One – Sun: The Fiery One – Saturn: The Beautiful One – Pluto: The Mysterious
OneWe're living through an extraordinary...

288 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | William
Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #250332 2020 9780008280574 £9.99
Hardback #198448 2019 9780007488841 £24.99

Becoming a Wildlife Professional
Scott E Henke(Editor), Paul R Krausman(Editor), Fred C Bryant(Foreword By)
Working with wildlife can be a thrilling adventure steeped in the wonders of the natural world,
but entering the field demands a strong personal commitment. With proper training and
guidance, students can transform themselves into competitive...

208 pages | 58 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins
University Press

Paperback #250116 Aug-2020 9781421439150 £44.50
Hardback #235473 2017 9781421423067 £52.99

Catching Stardust
Comets, Asteroids and the Birth of the Solar System
Natalie Starkey(Author)
Icy, rocky, sometimes dusty, always mysterious – comets and asteroids are among the Solar
System's very oldest inhabitants, formed within a swirling cloud of gas and dust in the area of
space that eventually hosted the Sun and its planets....

264 pages | 8 plates with colour & b/w photos | Bloomsbury Sigma
(Bloomsbury imprint)

Paperback #250360 Sep-2020 9781472944016 £10.99
Hardback #244982 2018 9781472944009 £16.99

The Reality Bubble
Blind Spots, Hidden Truths, and the Dangerous Illusions That Shape Our World
Ziya Tong(Author)
From one of the world's most engaging science journalists, a groundbreaking and wonder-filled
look at the hidden things that shape our lives in unexpected and sometimes dangerous
ways.Our naked eyes see only a thin sliver of reality. We are blind...

376 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #249061 2019 9780735235564 £28.99

High-Performance Thin-Layer Chromatography (HPTLC)
ManMohan Srivastava(Editor)
The book is organized in four chapters comprising of 18 contributions from experts of
international repute. The book highlights HPTLC system as a versatile modern analytical
technique with reference to its excellent automation, optimization,...

397 pages | Springer Nature

Paperback #250072 2014 9783642422492 £109.99
Hardback #250071 2010 9783642140242 £139.99

Russian Arctic: Space, Time, Resources: An Atlas [Russian]
SA Agafonova(Author)
This impressive volume was published by Feoriia with the backing of state-controlled Russian
oil giant Rosneft and the non-governmental institute Innopraktika.  It aims to reflect the
geographical, environmental, historical and ethnographic,...

796 pages | colour maps | Feoriia

Hardback #250121 2019 9785917960661 £775.00

The Age of Living Machines
How Biology Will Build the Next Technology Revolution
Susan Hockfield(Author)
A century ago, discoveries in physics came together with engineering to produce an array of
astonishing new technologies: radios, telephones, televisions, aircraft, radar, nuclear power,
computers, the Internet, and a host of still-evolving digital...

256 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Paperback #250124 Jun-2020 9780393358261 £13.99
Hardback #250123 2019 9780393634747 £18.99

The Rules of Contagion
Why Things Spread – and Why They Stop
Adam Kucharski(Author)
A deadly virus suddenly explodes into the population. A political movement gathers pace, and
then quickly vanishes. An idea takes off like wildfire, changing our world forever. We live in a
world that's more interconnected than ever before. Our...

341 pages | b/w illustrations | Profile Books

Hardback #250246 2020 9781788160193 £16.99

The Field Guide to Citizen Science
How You Can Contribute to Scientific Research and Make a Difference
Darlene Cavalier(Author), Catherine Hoffman(Author), Caren Cooper(Author)
Learn how monitoring the night sky, mapping trees, photographing dragonflies, and identifying
mushrooms can help save the world!Citizen science is the public involvement in the discovery
of new scientific knowledge. A citizen science project can...

188 pages | b/w illustrations | Timber Press

Paperback #250292 2020 9781604698473 £13.99

Advances in Physarum Machines
Sensing and Computing with Slime Mould
Andrew Adamatzky(Editor)
Advances in Physarum Machines is devoted to Slime mould Physarum polycephalum, which is
a large single cell capable for distributed sensing, concurrent information processing, parallel
computation and decentralized actuation. The ease of culturing...

839 pages | 131 colour & 323 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #250308 2018 9783319799926 £199.99
Hardback #250307 2016 9783319266619 £199.99

Atlas Of Physarum Computing
Andrew Adamatzky(Editor)
The slime mould Physarum polycephalum is a large cell visible by the unaided eye. It behaves
as an intelligent nonlinear spatially extended active medium encapsulated in an elastic
membrane. The cell optimises its growth patterns in configurations of...

130 pages | World Scientific Publishing

Hardback #250309 2015 9789814675314 £74.99

How to Predict Everything
The Formula Transforming What We Know About Life and the Universe
William Poundstone(Author)
There s a useful calculation being used by Wall Street, Silicon Valley and maths professors all
over the world, and it predicts that human civilization will be over in 760 years. Unfortunately,
there is disagreement over how to apply the formula, and...

320 pages | Oneworld Publications

Paperback #250312 2019 9781786075710 £12.99
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Ornithology

Biological Diversity
Balancing Interests Through Adaptive Collaborative Management
Louise E Buck(Editor), Charles C Geisler(Editor), John Schelhas(Editor), Eva
Wollenberg(Editor)
Paperback reprint of a 2001 hardback.We live in a world of wide pendulum swings regarding
management policies for protected areas, particularly as they affect the involvement of local
people in management. Such swings can be polarizing and halt...

504 pages | illustrations, tables | CRC Press

Paperback #250235 2019 9780367455224 £54.99
Hardback #118549 2001 9780849300202 £115.00

Saving Endangered Species
Lessons in Wildlife Conservation from Indianapolis Prize Winners
Robert W Shumaker(Editor), Harrison Ford(Foreword By)
Wildlife conservation is at a critical juncture. While large, charismatic mammals may be the
first animals that come to mind – the mere 3,000 wild tigers still in existence, the giraffes
declared endangered for the first time just last year...

304 pages | 12 b/w photos, 12 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins
University Press

Hardback #249953 Sep-2020 9781421439563 £25.99

How to Clone a Mammoth
The Science of De-Extinction
Beth Shapiro(Author)
Could extinct species, like mammoths and passenger pigeons, be brought back to life? The
science says yes. In How to Clone a Mammoth, Beth Shapiro, evolutionary biologist and
pioneer in "ancient DNA" research, walks readers through the...

234 pages | 14 plates with 16 colour photos; 11 b/w photos and b/w
illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #250268 Oct-2020 9780691209005 £12.99
Paperback #228362 2016 9780691173115 £12.99
Hardback #218117 2015 9780691157054 £21.99

An Open Pit Visible from the Moon
The Wilderness Act and the Fight to Protect Miners Ridge and the Public Interest
Adam M Sowards(Author)
Situated among the North Cascade Mountains of Washington State, in the Glacier Peak
Wilderness Area, Miners Ridge contains vast quantities of copper. Kennecott Copper
Corporation's plan to develop an open-pit mine there was, when announced in...

248 pages | University of Oklahoma Press

Hardback #250078 Apr-2020 9780806165011 £29.95

Unnatural Companions
Rethinking Our Love of Pets in an Age of Wildlife Extinction
Peter Christie(Author)
We love our pets. Dogs, cats, birds, reptiles, and other species have become an essential part
of more families than ever before – in North America today, pets outnumber people. Pet owners
are drawn to their animal companions through an innate...

280 pages | Island Press

Hardback #250210 Apr-2020 9781610919708 £20.99

The Tourist Trap
Wild Animals in Tourism and Voluntourism
Michael Welham(Author)
From walking with lions, to elephant orphanages and turtle breeding programmes, The Tourist
Trap explores the complex and varied reality of animals in tourism, exposing what happens
behind the scenes. Often sold as conservation, animals are suffering...

330 pages | Welham Books

Paperback #250341 2020 9781843965800 £33.99

SASOL Birds of Southern Africa
Ian Sinclair(Author), Phil AR Hockey(Author), Warwick Tarboton(Author), Niall Perrins(Author),
Dominic Rollinson(Author), Peter G Ryan(Author), Norman Arlott(Illustrator), Peter
Hayman(Illustrator), Alan Harris(Illustrator), Faansie Peacock(Illustrator)
Now in its fifth edition, Sasol Birds of Southern Africa has been brought fully up to date by its
expert author panel, with additional contributions from two new birding experts.Greatly
enhanced, the fifth edition of this comprehensive, best-selling...

504 pages | plates with ~3000 colour illustrations; colour distribution
maps | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #250201 Aug-2020 9781775847304 £24.99
Paperback #250199 Aug-2020 9781775846680 £18.99
Paperback #250200 Aug-2020 9781775846703 £19.99
Paperback #191193 2011 9781770079250 £15.50
Paperback #214217 2014 9781775840992 £19.99

Bird Migration
Ian Newton(Author)
This is a paperback reissue of  Bird Migration, which was first published in 2010.The
phenomenon of bird migration has fascinated people from time immemorial. The arrivals and
departures of different species marked the seasons, heralding spring...

598 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, b/w maps, tables | William
Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #250189 May-2020 9780008398545 £9.99

Peterson Field Guide to Birds of Western North America
Roger Tory Peterson
A fifth edition of the best-selling field guide with 25 all-new plates covering the birds of Hawaii.
For decades, the Peterson Field Guide to Birds of Western North America has been a popular
and trusted guide for birders of all levels, thanks to its...

498 pages | plates with colour illustrations; colour distribution maps |
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Hardback #249463 Sep-2020 9781328762221 £21.99

Avian Cognition
Carel ten Cate(Editor), Susan D Healy(Editor)
The cognitive abilities of birds are remarkable: hummingbirds integrate spatial and temporal
information about food sources, day-old chicks have a sense of numbers, parrots can make
and use tools, and ravens have sophisticated insights in social...

339 pages | 108 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 3 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #250272 Jun-2020 9781107465466 £34.99
Hardback #234264 2017 9781107092389 £78.99

Far from Land
The Mysterious Lives of Seabirds
Michael Brooke(Author), Bruce Pearson(Illustrator)
Seabirds evoke the spirit of the earth's wildest places. They spend large portions of their lives
at sea, often far from land, and nest on beautiful and remote islands that humans rarely visit.
Thanks to the development of increasingly...

265 pages | 16 plates with 8 colour photos and colour illustrations, and
13 colour maps; 28 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 6 b/w maps |
Princeton University Press

Paperback #250269 Sep-2020 9780691210322 £14.99
Hardback #238613 2018 9780691174181 £19.99
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Bird Therapy
Joe Harkness(Author), Chris Packham(Foreword By)
When Joe Harkness suffered a breakdown in 2013, he tried all the things his doctor
recommended: medication helped, counselling was enlightening, and mindfulness grounded
him. But nothing came close to nature, particularly birds. How had he never...

290 pages | b/w illustrations | Unbound

Paperback #250211 Apr-2020 9781783528981 £9.99
Hardback #246826 2019 9781783527724 £14.99

Fragile
Birds, Eggs & Habitats
Colin Prior(Author), Des Thompson(Contributor)
Birds' eggs are true wonders of the natural world: they are strong enough to protect the embryo
as it grows and to withstand incubation by the parent, yet sufficiently fragile to allow the chick to
hatch. Little wonder that the enormous diversity...

240 pages | colour photos | Merrell Publishers

Hardback #249847 Sep-2020 9781858946887 £39.99

Snowy Owl
A Visual Natural History
Paul Bannick(Author)
The Snowy Owl – also known as the Arctic Owl, Snowy White Owl, and White Owl – is one of
the most easily identified but least understood owls in the world.Award-winning author and
photographer Paul Bannick delves into the natural history...

128 pages | colour photos | Mountaineers Books

Hardback #250013 Oct-2020 9781680513158 £20.99

The Kestrel
Ecology, Behaviour and Conservation of an Open-Land Predator
David Costantini(Author), Giacomo Dell'Omo(Author)
Widespread across open lands and cities of Europe, Africa, and Asia, the common kestrel
(Falco tinnunculus) is one of the most abundant and studied birds of prey. The Kestrel brings
together and synthesises the results of research on kestrels for...

350 pages | 9 colour & 71 b/w illustrations, 7 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Hardback #250014 Sep-2020 9781108470629 £49.99

Birds of Mallorca
An Accurate and Comprehensive Guide to the 340 Species of Birds, Covering 31 Sites Across
the Island
Neville James Davies(Author), Michael Montier(Foreword By)
This site guide describes 31 sites on the Balearic island of Mallorca, covering 340 bird species.
Part one covers the main sites and other sites worthy of a visit. These are all covered in full
detail with information on exactly where to stop at...

120 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Neville Davies(privately
published)

Paperback #250095 2020 9781527248670 £12.99

Birds of Mallorca: Where and When to Observe Them / Die Vögel von Mallorca: Wann
und Wo Sie zu Beobachten sind
Maties Rebassa(Author), Josep Manchado(Author), Sebastià Torrens(Author), M Carmen
Oriola(Author)
This bilingual guide in English and German is designed for both amateurs and experts in
Balearic ornithology.In its pages the reader will find:- 150 fact sheets with quality photos,
detailed distribution maps, phenology diagrams, plumage...

231 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Balearmex XXI

Paperback #250099 2020 £34.99

Wild Turkeys in Texas
Ecology and Management
William P Kuvlesky, Jr.(Author), Leonard A Brennan(Author), José Alfonso Ortega-
Santos(Author), Damon L Williford(Author), Jason B Hardin(Author), Humberto L Perotto-
Baldivieso(Author), Landon Fritz(Author), Clayton D Hilton(Author), Fred C Bryant(Author),
Stephan A Nelle(Author), Brandon M Mitchell(Author), Nova J Silvy(Author)
The wild turkey is an iconic game bird with a long history of association with humans. Texas
boasts the largest wild turkey population in the country. It is the only state where one can find
native populations of three of the five subspecies of wild...

232 pages | 82 colour photos, 7 illustrations, 12 maps, 13 tables | Texas
A & M University Press

Hardback #250257 Jun-2020 9781623498559 £43.95

The National and State Birds of India and Their Conservation Status
Madhab Chandra Dash(Author)
To raise awareness of biodiversity and wildlife, the Indian government and all 29 Indian states
and seven union territories have adopted a bird species as their state symbol. This book,
aimed at college students and the general public, describes the...

132 pages | b/w illustrations, 1 b/w map | The Readers Paradise

Hardback #250284 2019 9788193823187 £34.99

Atlas des Oiseaux Migrateurs et Hivernants d'Aquitaine: Dordogne, Gironde, Landes,
Lot-et-Garonne, Pyrénéés-Atlantiques [Atlas of Migratory and Wintering Birds of
Aquitaine]
Amandine Theillout(Editor), Aurélien Besnard(Editor), Florie Delfour(Editor), Serge
Barande(Editor)
After the publication of the breeding bird atlas for Aquitaine in 2015, here is an unprecedented
regional summary on the populations of wintering and migrating birds of Aquitaine in
southwestern France. This work is based on five years of field...

496 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle

Hardback #250288 2020 9782856539118 £47.99

Gyrfalcon
The One Who Stays All Winter
Norman Barichello(Author), Tom J Cade(Foreword By)
Gyrfalcons and humans have shared a remarkable relationship since prehistoric times. These
extraordinary arctic falcons have been revered, coveted as an item of commerce, persecuted,
and enjoyed as a spectacle of sport for at least ten thousand...

184 pages | FriesensPress

Paperback #250311 2020 9781525551031 £20.99

A Brush with Birds of Paradise
Paintings from the Papua New Guinea Rainforest
James Spencer(Author)
James Spencer served as an officer in the District Administration of Papua New Guinea before
and after that country's independence. This regularly involved long-duration foot patrols,
visiting, administering and staying with local communities at...

77 pages | 1 colour photo, b/w photos, colour illustrations | James
Spencer (privately published)

Hardback #250313 2019 9781916498273 £24.99
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Botany

Monograph of the Pheasants
Alain Hennache(Author), Michel Ottaviani(Author), Philippe B Wilson(Translated by), Geoffrey
Davison(Translated by)
The WPA (World Pheasant Organisation) have been working with authors Alain Hennache and
Michel Ottaviani to translate their acclaimed 2 volume Monographie des Faisans into a single
English volume. This book presents the latest information available...

455 pages | 150 colour photos, 19 distribution maps | World Pheasant
Association

Hardback #250316 2020 9780906864548 £99.99

Die Vogelwelt von Düsseldorf und Umgebung [The Bird Life of Düsseldorf and the
Surrounding Area]
Jürgen Schumann(Author), Tobias Krause(Author)
This book shows how common the 125 breeding birds and over 250 visiting birds are in the
greater Düsseldorf area in western Germany, and also describes the places where they are to
be found. Furthermore, there is information on how common the...

392 pages | colour photos | Verlag Natur und Wissenschaft

Hardback #250356 2018 9783936616910 £44.99

Biology of Floral Scent
Natalia Dudreva(Editor), Eran Pichersky(Editor)
Paperback reprint of a 2006 hardback.As with nearly all living creatures, humans have always
been attracted and intrigued by floral scents. Yet, while we have been manufacturing perfumes
for at least 5000 years to serve a myriad of religious, sexual,...

346 pages | colour plates | CRC Press

Paperback #250260 2019 9780367453763 £54.99
Hardback #157075 2006 9780849322839 £160.00

Vanishing Beauty: Native Costa Rican Orchids, Volume 2
Lacaena - Pteroglossa
Franco Pupulin(Editor)
Reannouncing: after plans for volume 2 were cancelled by the original publisher, Koeltz
Scientific Books has now revived this project.Volume 2 continues the pagination of volume 1,
running from page 425 to 1003, and covers the Costa Rican orchid...

578 pages | 300 plates with colour photos | Koeltz Scientific Books

Hardback #170053 2020 9783946583127 £275.00

Wild Urban Plants of the Northeast
A Field Guide
Peter Del Tredici(Author), Steward TA Pickett(Foreword By)
In this field guide to the future, esteemed Harvard University botanist Peter Del Tredici unveils
the plants that will become even more dominant in urban environments under projected future
environmental conditions. These plants are the most...

428 pages | 965 colour & 1 b/w photos, 1 b/w illustration, 1 b/w map |
Comstock Publishing Associates

Paperback #250131 2020 9781501740442 £27.99

Pasture "Weeds" of Coastal NSW
In coastal NSW, grasses generally form the bulk of the pasture and are visually obvious.
However, there are a large number of non-grass species that are also present such as ferns,
sedges, rushes, legumes, daisies and orchids. The purpose of this...

204 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | New South Wales
Department of Primary Industries

Paperback #250231 2018 £59.99

New Zealand Seaweeds
An Identification Guide
Wendy Nelson(Author)
A fully revised and completely redesigned edition of the first photographic identification guide
to New Zealand's unique marine algae, by the country's pre-eminent seaweed expert Wendy
Nelson. Across three main sections covering green, brown...

352 pages | 500+ colour photos & colour illustrations | Te Papa Press

Paperback #250263 2020 9780995113602 £49.99

'Cherry' Ingram
The Englishman Who Saved Japan's Blossoms
Naoko Abe(Author)
Collingwood Ingram, known as 'Cherry' for his defining obsession, was born in 1880 and lived
until he was a hundred, witnessing a fraught century of conflict and change.After visiting Japan
in 1902 and 1907 and discovering two magnificent...

392 pages | 8 plates with colour photos, 4 plates with b/w photos; b/w
photos, b/w illustrations, 1 b/w map | Vintage

Paperback #250264 2020 9781784706920 £10.99
Hardback #246338 2019 9781784742027 £18.99

Extraordinary Orchids
Sandra Knapp(Author)
Orchids fascinate. Parts of the orchid flower have shapes unlike any other flowering plant, and
the sheer number of species means that their variety is seemingly endless, with an ability to
interbreed and create ever more fantastical...

160 pages | colour illustrations | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #249163 Sep-2020 9780565095147 £24.99

Orchid Biology
Recent Trends & Challenges
Shaik Mahammad Khasim(Editor), Sadanand Nagesh Hegde(Editor), María Teresa González
Arnao(Editor), Kanchit Thammasiri(Editor)
Orchid Biology: Recent Trends & Challenges reviews the latest strategies for the preservation
and conservation of orchid diversity and orchid germplasm. It is an outcome of the International
Symposium on "Biodiversity of Medicinal Plants...

547 pages | 113 colour & 20 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250074 2020 9789813294554 £179.99

The Incredible Journey of Plants
Stefano Mancuso(Author), Grisha Fischer(Illustrator), Gregory Conti(Translated by)
In this richly illustrated volume, a leading neurobiologist presents fascinating stories of plant
migration that reveal unexpected connections between nature and culture.When we talk about
migrations, we should study plants to understand that these...

176 pages | colour illustrations | Penguin Books (US)

Hardback #250128 2020 9781635429916 £25.99

The Berberis of China and Vietnam
A Revision
Julian Harber(Author)
This is a comprehensive study of the Berberis of China and Vietnam. Based on specimens in
over 150 Chinese and foreign herbaria as well as living plants in cultivation, it describes 277
species, 69 of which are new to science. It maps all species by...

282 pages | 282 b/w distribution maps, 4 tables | Missouri Botanical
Garden Press

Paperback #250129 2020 9781935641186 £110.00
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Birds of Odisha
A Pictorial Encyclopaedia
Pramod Dhal(Author), Gloria Dhal(Author)
This book is a compilation of 316 species of birds photographed by the authors in their natural
habitats at various locations in the Indian state of Odisha. Each picture is accompanied by a
description and interesting anecdotes. The purpose of this...

720 pages | Dhara Shreeradha Trust

Hardback #250151 2019 9789388824002 £145.00

Cherry
Mary Newman(Author), Constance L Kirker(Author)
Ripe, sensuous, irresistible: the cherry tree and its stunning blossoms conjure up many literal,
metaphorical and visceral sensations. We enjoy cherry picking, a cherry on top, and even, on
occasion, to lose one's cherry. Cherries have been...

208 pages | 90 colour & 10 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Hardback #250168 Aug-2020 9781789142822 £15.99

Flesh-Eating Plants of Newfoundland & Labrador and the Maritime Provinces
Henry Mann(Author), Michael Burzynski(Author)
This book will take you into the lives of carnivorous plants – plants that lure victims and set
traps for them, plants that can move faster than the blink of an eye – plants that turn the tables
on animals. These are species that grab...

193 pages | colour photos | Gros Morne Co-operating Association

Paperback #250198 2018 9780969950998 £84.99

RHS Plant Finder 2020
Janet Cubey(Author)
Produced annually this reference work is widely used by amateur and professional gardeners
as well as garden and landscape designers.This 2020 edition of the RHS Plant Finder features
over 81,000 plants (3,300 new ones in this edition) and where to...

992 pages | 32 plates with colour photos | Royal Horticultural Society

Paperback #250223 Apr-2020 9781911666066 £14.99

Flora of Campbell Bay National Park, Great Nicobar, India
J Jayanthi(Author), Paramjit Singh(Editor), Sudhansu Sekhar Dash(Editor)
This book catalogues the flora of Campbell Bay National Park on the island of Great Nicobar.

425 pages | 42 plates with colour photos; colour & b/w illustrations, colour
maps | Botanical Survey of India

Hardback #250226 2017 9788181770936 £43.99

Lichen Field Guide for Oklahoma and Surrounding States
Sheila A Strawn(Author), Sarah Hearn(Illustrator)
Lichen Field Guide for Oklahoma and Surrounding States provides descriptions of over 120
lichen species, using characteristics that are easy to learn and observe in the field. It suggests
additional chemical tests that can be used to differentiate...

144 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Botanical Research
Institute of Texas

Flexibound #250266 Jun-2020 £79.99

Illustrated Field Guide to the Flowers of Sri Lanka, Volume 3
Jacob de Vlas(Author), Himesh Dilruwan Jayasinghe(Illustrator)
The author of this book, Dr. Jacob de Vlas and his wife Johanna de Vlas-de Jong have been
visiting Sri Lanka since 1977. In 2008 and 2014 they published volume 1 and volume 2 of the
Illustrated Field Guide to the Flowers of Sri Lanka. Together, these...

320 pages | 3000+ colour photos | Jacob de Vlas

Paperback #250277 2019 9789082313413 £34.99

The Little Book of Trees
Dominique Pen Du(Author)
Where does the apricot tree come from? Why is the oak-tree regarded as the king of all trees?
What is made from the walnut tree? Why were lindens planted around churches in the Middle
Ages? What are the birch-tree's pharmaceutical properties? Why...

176 pages | colour illustrations | Editions Du Chene

Hardback #250282 Apr-2020 9782379641039 £10.95

Flora of Thailand, Volume 14, Part 3
Begoniaceae, Calophyllaceae, Elaeagnaceae, Hypericaceae, Lophopyxidaceae, Martyniaceae,
Papaveraceae & Passifloraceae (Part 2)
Thawatchai Santisuk(Editor), Kongkanda Chayamarit(Editor), Henrik Balslev(Editor)
This volume covers the families Begoniaceae, Calophyllaceae, Elaeagnaceae, Hypericaceae,
Lophopyxidaceae, Martyniaceae, Papaveraceae, and the second part of Passifloraceae.

182 pages | 24 plates with colour photos | Forest Herbarium, Royal
Forest Department

Paperback #250289 2020 9786163165558 £89.99

Khvoynyye v Sankt-Peterburge [Conifers in St. Petersburg]
Gennadi Afanas'evich Firsov(Author), LV Orlova(Author), Yu S Smirnov(Author)
The book is a guide to the conifers of St. Petersburg and surrounding areas, and is the second
extended edition. In the first part of the book, the story of the introduction of conifers in St.
Petersburg is presented in a popular and easily...

492 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Dom Sadovoi Literatury

Paperback #250290 2019 9785906181138 £170.00

The Earth in Her Hands
75 Extraordinary Women Working in the World of Plants
Jennifer Jewell(Author)
In this beautiful and empowering book, Jennifer Jewell – host of public radio's award-winning
program and podcast Cultivating Place – introduces 75 inspiring women. Working in wide-
reaching fields that include botany, floral design,...

324 pages | colour photos | Timber Press

Hardback #250293 2020 9781604699029 £26.99

Wetland and Aquatic Plants of the Northern Great Plains
A Field Guide for North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Eastern Montana and Eastern Wyoming
Steve William Chadde(Author)
Wetland and Aquatic Plants of the Northern Great Plains is a comprehensive field guide to over
500 vascular plant species found in the wetland and aquatic habitats of North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, and Great Plains portions of Montana and...

342 pages | colour photos, distribution maps | Orchard Innovations

Paperback #250297 2019 9781951682156 £39.99

Bibliotheca Diatomologica, Volume 67: Diatoms in the Wetlands of Southern Iraq
Adil Y Al-Handal(Author), Maitham Al-Shaheen(Author)
The authors document the diatom species composition and ecology in the two major water
impoundments of Southern Iraq, the Mesopotamian Marshes and Shatt Al-Arab River. Based
on light and scanning electron microscopy investigations, 293 taxa are...

252 pages | 62 plates with 652 b/w photos; 1 b/w map | J. Cramer Verlag

Paperback #250302 2019 9783443570583 £150.00
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Mammals

Wildflowers of the Adirondacks
Donald J Leopold(Author), Lytton John Musselman(Author)
Covering more than six million acres of protected wilderness in northeastern New York, United
States, the Adirondacks, with their landscape of high peaks, verdant wetlands, majestic trees,
and lush carpets of flowers, is a pristine paradise for...

368 pages | 315 colour photos | Johns Hopkins University Press

Paperback #250306 Apr-2020 9781421431109 £18.50

Trees of Minnesota
Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
With this field guide by author and naturalist Stan Tekiela, you can make tree identification
simple, informative, and productive. There’s no need to look through dozens of photos of trees
that don’t grow in Minnesota. Learn about all 93...

216 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #250317 May-2020 9781591939696 £10.99

Wildflowers of the Midwest
A Field Guide to Over 600 Wildflowers in the Region
Don Kurz(Author)
America's Midwest is home to some of the most abundant and beautiful wildflowers in the
country. Now, with Wildflowers of the Midwest, readers will be able to locate and identify the
many gorgeous flowering species blooming in the heartland. The...

408 pages | colour photos | Falcon Guides

Paperback #250325 Sep-2020 9781493046249 £19.95

Yosemite Wildflowers
A Field Guide to the Wildflowers of Yosemite National Park
Judy Breckling(Author), Barry Breckling(Author)
Yosemite is one of the crown jewels of our national park system. Although the park is most
famous for its magnificent peaks, domes, and waterfalls, it is also a treasure trove of wildflowers
due to its incredible diversity of plant habitats and its...

392 pages | colour photos | Falcon Guides

Paperback #250326 May-2020 9781493040667 £19.95

Trees of Michigan
Stan Tekiela(Author)
With this field guide by award-winning author and naturalist Stan Tekiela, you can make tree
identification simple, informative, and productive. There's no need to look through dozens of
photos of trees that don't grow in Michigan. Learn...

240 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #250327 Jun-2020 9781591939672 £10.99

The Insect Garden
The Best Plants for Bees & Bumblebees, Butterflies, Hoverflies & Other Insects
Michael John Seabrook(Author)
This book contains:- Tips on how to have a beautiful, easy to manage garden completely in
tune with nature.- Chapters on bees, bumblebees, butterflies and hoverflies and the plants they
prefer to visit for pollen and nectar.- Scores for over 520...

212 pages | Northern Bee Books

Paperback #250347 2020 9781912271559 £31.99

Mahale Chimpanzees
50 Years of Research
Michio Nakamura(Editor), Kazuhiko Hosaka(Editor), Noriko Itoh(Editor), Koichiro
Zamma(Editor), Frans de Waal(Foreword By)
Long-term ecological research studies are rare and invaluable resources, particularly when
they are as thoroughly documented as the Mahale Mountain Chimpanzee Project in Tanzania.
Directed by Toshisada Nishida from 1965 until 2011, the project...

780 pages | 256 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 54 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #250270 Jun-2020 9781107649644 £49.99
Hardback #222696 2015 9781107052314 £159.00

The Hidden World of the Fox
Adele Brand(Author)
We've all seen the fox.A flash of his brushy tail disappearing between the gap of a fence, a
blaze of orange caught in the headlights as he scampers across the road. We've heard him
too, his strange barks echoing in the city night. Perhaps...

216 pages | b/w photos | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #248138 Oct-2020 9780008327316 £8.99
Hardback #245233 2019 9780008327286 £9.99

Mammals of Europe
Past, Present, and Future
Klaus Hackländer(Editor), Frank E Zachos(Editor)
This introductory volume provides an overview about the history and current status of
European mammals, as well as management strategies. The remaining volumes cover
comprehensive overviews of each species' biology including paleontology,...

130 pages | 30 colour & 10 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #248791 Aug-2020 9783030002800 £129.99

The Wild Life of the Fox
John Lewis-Stempel(Author)
"I adore the fox for its magnificence; I hate the fox for killing my chickens. To love and loathe
the fox is a British condition."The fox is our apex predator, our most beautiful and clever killer.
We have witnessed its wild touch, watched...

96 pages | Doubleday

Hardback #249805 Oct-2020 9780857526427 £8.99

Bears
Archaeological and Ethnohistorical Perspectives in Native Eastern North America
Heather A Lapham(Editor), Gregory A Waselkov(Editor)
Although scholars have long recognized the mythic status of bears in Indigenous North
American societies of the past, this is the first volume to synthesize the vast amount of
archaeological and historical research on the topic. Bears charts the...

412 pages | University Press of Florida

Hardback #250079 2020 9781683401384 £98.50

Talking with Bears
Conversations with Charlie Russell
GA Bradshaw(Author)
Charlie Russell is a legend, not only in his home territory of Alberta but in all of Canada and
around the world. An author of several books, including Walking with Giants: The Grizzlies of
Siberia, Spirit Bear: Encounters with the White Bear of the...

284 pages | colour photos | Rocky Mountain Books

Hardback #250083 Apr-2020 9781771603614 £22.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

International Marine Mammal Law
Nikolas Sellheim(Author)
International Marine Mammal Law is a comprehensive, introductory volume on the legal
regimes governing the conservation and utilisation of marine mammals. Written as a textbook,
it provides basic overviews of international conservation law, which...

225 pages | 12 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250180 2020 9783030352677 £54.99

Jaguars of the Northern Pantanal
Panthera onca at the Meeting of the Waters
Paul Brooke(Author), Paul Donahue(Author)
Jaguars of the Northern Pantanal: Panthera onca at the Meeting of the Waters details the lives
and behaviours of this subpopulation of jaguars through one-of-a-kind photographs from 26
international photographers, as well as illustrations, maps,...

340 pages | colour photos, illustrations, colour maps | Academic Press

Paperback #250174 Jun-2020 9780128221389 £99.95

Bats and Viruses
Current Research and Future Trends
Eugenia Corrales-Aguilar(Editor), Martin Schwemmle(Editor)
Bats act as reservoirs for over 200 viruses, many of which cause severe, often life-threatening,
diseases in humans, livestock and wildlife. Examples include rabies virus, SARS and MERS
coronaviruses and Ebola virus. Surprisingly many of these...

224 pages | Caister Academic Press

Paperback #250299 2020 9781912530144 £159.00

The Martes Complex in the 21st Century
Ecology and Conservation
Andrzej Zalewski(Editor), Izabela A Wierzbowska(Editor), Keith B Aubry(Editor), Johnny DS
Birks(Editor), Declan T O'Mahony(Editor), Gilbert Proulx(Editor)
The genera Martes, Pekania, Gulo, and Eiraform a distinct lineage known as the ‘Martes
Complex’. A recent re-evaluation of the genus Martes created a need to synthesise the current
state of knowledge of the Martes Complex. This book...

385 pages | Mammal Research Institute, Polish Academy of Sciences

Hardback #250300 2017 9788393250264 £64.99

New World Monkeys
The Evolutionary Odyssey
Alfred L Rosenberger(Author)
New World Monkeys brings to life the beauty of evolution and biodiversity in action among
South and Central American primates, who are now at risk. These tree-dwelling rainforest
inhabitants display an unparalleled variety in size, shape, hands,...

344 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; 55 b/w illustrations, 10 tables |
Princeton University Press

Hardback #250319 Sep-2020 9780691143644 £33.99

Elephant Speak
A Devoted Keeper's Life Among the Herd
Melissa Crandall(Author)
When Roger Henneous first dons his keeper uniform and sets foot in the Oregon Zoo, he
doesn't know what to expect. But over his thirty-year career, Roger discovers the joys,
difficulties, and dangers of life in a zoo, all the while maintaining an...

300 pages | Ooligan Press

Paperback #250331 2020 9781947845107 £19.99

Voices from the Ape House
Beth Armstrong(Author)
Exploring the history humans share with gorillas, Voices from the Ape House offers a behind-
the-scenes look at the complicated social lives of western lowland gorillas through the eyes of a
devoted zookeeper. The memoir traces Beth Armstrong's...

306 pages | Ohio State University Press

Paperback #250334 2020 9780814255711 £19.95

Mammals of the Southeastern United States
Troy L Best(Author), John L Hunt(Author)
- Preface- Acknowledgments- Introduction. Conservation Status of Mammals in the
Southeastern United States- Species Accounts- Appendix 1. Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises
in Coastal Waters of the Southeastern United States- Appendix 2. Measurement...

496 pages | 331 colour photos, 137 colour distribution maps | University
of Alabama Press

Hardback #250342 Aug-2020 9780817320522 £59.50

Lizards of the World
A Guide to Every Family
Mark O'Shea(Author)
As survivors from the time of the dinosaurs, lizards are scaly, cold- blooded, living fossils, relics
from a prehistoric world that remain alive and well in ours. Lizards exert a morbid fascination, in
many mythologies they are dark creatures,...

240 pages | colour photos | The Ivy Press

Hardback #246808 Sep-2020 9781782409571 £16.99

Fish Locomotion
An Eco-Ethological Perspective
Paolo Domencini(Editor), BG Kapoor(Editor)
Paperback reprint of a 2010 hardback.Fish accomplish most of their basic behaviours by
swimming. Swimming is fundamental in a vast majority of fish species for avoiding predation,
feeding, finding food, mating, migrating and finding optimal physical...

534 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, tables | Science Publishers

Paperback #250256 2019 9780367452414 £54.99
Hardback #164855 2009 9781578084487 £140.00

Shark Biology and Conservation
Essentials for Educators, Students, and Enthusiasts
Daniel C Abel(Author), R Dean Grubbs(Author), Elise Pullen(Illustrator), Marc
Dando(Illustrator)
Studies of shark biology have flourished over the last several decades. An explosion of new
research methods is leading to a fascinating era of oceanic discovery. Shark Biology and
Conservation is an up-to-date, comprehensive overview of the...

424 pages | 195 colour & 6 b/w photos, 83 colour & 71 b/w illustrations |
Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #250026 Sep-2020 9781421438368 £36.99
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Evolutionary Biology

Ecology

Fishes of Idaho
A Natural History Survey
John W Sigler(Author), Donald W Zaroban(Author), Joseph R Tomelleri(Illustrator), Emily S
Damstra(Illustrator), Link Jackson(Illustrator)
Fishes of Idaho, by John Sigler and Don Zaroban, is a beautiful book and a valuable
contribution to the natural history of native and non-native fishes in Idaho. Fishes of Idaho will
be of interest to fisheries professionals, fishermen, and anyone...

815 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, maps | Caxton Press

Hardback #250153 2018 9780870046117 £99.99

Freshwater Fishes of the Fly River Papua New Guinea
Gerald R Allen(Author), Andrew W Storey(Author), Marskon Yarrao(Author)
The Fly River is the largest river on the island of New Guinea and home to more than 100
species of freshwater fishes, many of which are found nowhere else on Earth. In-depth
coverage is provided for every species inhabiting this fascinating...

216 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Ok Tedi Mininng

Paperback #250281 2008 9780646496054 £44.99

The Book of Eels
Our Enduring Fascination with the Most Mysterious Creature in the Natural World
Patrik Svensson(Author)
Part H Is for Hawk, part The Soul of an Octopus, The Book of Eels is both a meditation on the
world's most elusive fish – the eel – and a reflection on the human condition.Remarkably little
is known about the European eel, Anguilla...

256 pages | Ecco Press

Hardback #250330 May-2020 9780062968814 £29.99

The Driving Forces of Evolution
Genetic Processes in Populations
David Wool(Author)
Paperback reprint of a 2006 hardback.The Driving Forces of Evolution gives the reader the
basic tools for understanding the results of evolutionary studies, through the calculation of
genetic equilibrium frequencies, mutation, migration, genetic...

348 pages | illustrations | Science Publishers

Paperback #250273 2019 9780367453923 £54.99
Hardback #158703 2006 9781578084456 £64.99

The Animal's Companion
People and their Pets, a 26,000-Year-Old Love Story
Jacky Colliss Harvey(Author)
The earliest evidence of a human and a pet can be traced as far back as 26,000 BC in France
where a boy and his 'canid' took a walk through a cave. Their foot and paw prints were
preserved together on the muddy cave floor, and smoke from the...

326 pages | 32 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations; b/w photos | Allen & Unwin

Paperback #250225 2020 9781911630753 £9.99
Hardback #241187 2019 9781760295783 £14.99

The Story of Evolution in 25 Discoveries
The Evidence and the People Who Found It
Donald R Prothero(Author)
The theory of evolution unites the past, present, and future of living things. It puts humanity's
place in the universe into necessary perspective. Despite a history of controversy, the evidence
for evolution continues to accumulate as a result...

424 pages | illustrations | Columbia University Press

Hardback #249390 Sep-2020 9780231190367 £29.99

Language and Mind
Noam Chomsky(Author)
This is the third edition of Chomsky's outstanding collection of essays on language and mind,
first published in 2006. The first six chapters, originally published in the 1960s, made a
groundbreaking contribution to linguistic theory. This...

206 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #250068 2006 9780521674935 £27.99
Hardback #250069 2006 9780521858199 £76.99

From Darwin to Derrida
Selfish Genes, Social Selves, and the Meanings of Life
David A Haig(Author), Daniel C Dennett(Foreword By)
In From Darwin to Derrida, evolutionary biologist David Haig explains how a physical world of
matter in motion gave rise to a living world of purpose and meaning. Natural selection, a
process without purpose, gives rise to purposeful beings who find...

512 pages | 5 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #250084 Mar-2020 9780262043786 £31.99

Ancient Bones
Unearthing the Astonishing New Story of How We Became Human
Madelaine Böhme(Author), Rüdiger Braun(Author), Florian Breier(Author), Jane
Billinghurst(Translated by), David R Begun(Foreword By)
A leading paleontologist discovers the missing link in human evolution. Originally published in
2019 in German as Wie wir Menschen wurden: Eine kriminalistische Spurensuche nach den
Ursprüngen der Menschheit.Somewhere west of Munich, Madelaine...

376 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Greystone Books

Hardback #250091 Sep-2020 9781771647519 £19.99

Darwin's Apostles
The Men Who Fought to Have Evolution Accepted, Their Times, and How the Battle Continues
David I Orenstein(Author), Abigail A Hafer(Author)
When Darwin finally published On the Origin of Species in 1859, there was no guarantee that
the grand theory of natural selection would become one of the most valuable ideas impacting
biology and our modernity. It was so controversial that some...

360 pages | illustrations, maps | Humanist Press

Paperback #250149 2019 9780931779824 £20.99

International Code of Phylogenetic Nomenclature (PhyloCode)
Philip D Cantino(Author), Kevin de Queiroz(Author)
The PhyloCode is a set of principles, rules, and recommendations governing phylogenetic
nomenclature, a system for naming taxa by explicit reference to phylogeny. In contrast, the
current botanical, zoological, and bacteriological codes define taxa...

149 pages | CRC Press

Paperback #250229 Jun-2020 9781138332829 £38.99
Hardback #250228 Jun-2020 9781138332867 £200.00
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Earth System Sciences

Biogeography of the West Indies
Patterns and Perspectives
Charles A Woods(Editor), Florence E Sergile(Editor)
Paperback reprint of a 2001 hardback.As a review of the status of biogeography in the West
Indies in the 1980s, the first edition of Biogeography of the West Indies: Past, Present, and
Future provided a synthesis of our current knowledge of the...

582 pages | B/w plates, illus, figs, tabs, maps | CRC Press

Paperback #250255 2019 9780367455187 £54.99
Hardback #120932 2001 9780849320019 £170.00

The Theory of Ecological Communities
Mark Vellend(Author)
A plethora of different theories, models, and concepts make up the field of community ecology.
Amid this vast body of work, is it possible to build one general theory of ecological
communities? What other scientific areas might serve as a guiding...

229 pages | 2 b/w photos, 56 b/w illustrations, 9 tables | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #250267 Sep-2020 9780691208992 £29.99
Hardback #229799 2016 9780691164847 £41.99

30-Second Ecology
Becky Thomas(Author), Mark Fellowes(Author)
Whether you're looking to save the planet or learn more about your local environment, 30-
Second Ecology introduces you to the diversity, behaviours and challenges within our
ecosystem.Part of the 30-Second series, this introductory...

160 pages | illustrations | The Ivy Press

Hardback #248186 Sep-2020 9781782409809 £14.99

The Soils of Sri Lanka
Ranjith B Mapa(Author)
This book presents a comprehensive and up-to-date overview of the soils of Sri Lanka.
Including sections on the soil research history, climate, geology, geomorphology, major soil
types, soil maps, soil properties, soil classification, soil fertility,...

239 pages | 58 colour & 16 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250098 Jul-2020 9783030441425 £109.99

Plant Invasions
The Role of Biotic Interactions
Anna Traveset(Author), David M Richardson(Author)
Invasive species are of great environmental importance but no book before now has explored a
key aspect: the nature of species interactions. This book looks at the theories, evidence and
practicalities for managing invasions.

312 pages | CABI Publishing

Hardback #250291 Aug-2020 9781789242171 £94.99

Fire Ghosts
Patricia Galagan(Illustrator), Philip Metcalf(Illustrator), Craig R Allen(Contributor), William
deBuys(Contributor), Katherine Ware(Contributor)
In the summer of 2011, in the Jemez Mountains of New Mexico, a falling power line sparked a
wildfire that burned 158,753 acres of forest. From their home in Santa Fe, thirty air miles
southeast, photographers Patricia Galagan and Philip Metcalf...

144 pages | colour photos | George F. Thompson

Hardback #250318 Mar-2020 9781938086717 £30.99

The Ecology of Invasions by Animals and Plants
Charles S Elton(Author), Daniel Simberloff(Editor), Anthony Ricciardi(Editor)
This is a new annotated edition of the classic 1958 text The Ecology of Invasions by Animals
and Plants, highlighting previously unpublished notes by the original author. Two leading
invasion ecologists place the book into historical scientific...

261 pages | 100 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250343 2020 9783030347208 £32.99

Handbook of Citizen Science in Ecology and Conservation
Christopher A Lepczyk(Editor), Owen D Boyle(Editor), Timothy LV Vargo(Editor), Reed F
Noss(Foreword By)
Handbook of Citizen Science in Ecology and Conservation is the first practical and
comprehensive manual for creating, implementing, or improving natural science research and
monitoring projects that involve collaboration between scientists and the...

336 pages | 42 b/w illustrations, 12 tables | University of California Press

Paperback #250352 Jun-2020 9780520284791 £32.99
Hardback #250351 Jun-2020 9780520284777 £69.99

The Geology of the Everglades and Adjacent Areas
Edward J Petuch(Author), Charles E Roberts(Author)
Paperback reprint of a 2007 hardback.Painting a complete picture of the history of the
Everglades, The Geology of the Everglades and Adjacent Areas brings together
theperspectives of various geoscientists to provides an overview of the geology,...

224 pages | 12 plates with colour photos; b/w photos, b/w illustrations,
includes DVD-ROM | CRC Press

Paperback #250230 Mar-2020 9780367389215 £54.99
Hardback #166155 2007 9781420045581 £115.00

Seafloor Geomorphology as Benthic Habitat
GeoHab Atlas of Seafloor Geomorphic Features and Benthic Habitats
Peter T Harris(Editor), Elaine Baker(Editor)
Seafloor Geomorphology as Benthic Habitat: GeoHab Atlas of Seafloor Geomorphic Features
and Benthic Habitats, second edition, provides an updated synthesis of seabed
geomorphology and benthic habitats. This new edition includes new case studies from...

1076 pages | b/w photos, illustrations, and maps; tables | Elsevier

Paperback #250134 2019 9780128149607 £138.00

Empty Planet
The Shock of Global Population Decline
Darrell Bricker(Author), John Ibbitson(Author)
For half a century, statisticians, pundits, and politicians have warned that a burgeoning
planetary population will soon overwhelm the earth's resources. But a growing number of
experts are sounding a different kind of alarm. Rather than growing...

288 pages | no illustrations | Robinson Publishing

Paperback #250184 2020 9781472142979 £10.99

Why Geography Matters
A Brief Guide to the Planet
Nicholas Crane(Author)
Originally published in hardback as You Are Here: A Brief Guide to the World.One word binds
us all: geography. We are all geographers, human beings who care about the places we think
of as 'home' – our habitat. And yet we have lost...

136 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Paperback #250333 2020 9781474608305 £8.99
Hardback #243028 2018 9781474608299 £12.99
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Environmental & Social Studies

Atlas of Oceans
An Ecological Survey of This Fascinating Hidden World
John Farndon(Author), Carl Safina(Foreword By)
Beautifully illustrated, packed with maps and diagrams, and containing up-to-date data on the
status of endangered marine species, Atlas of Oceans is a celebration of Earth's vibrant and
awe-inspiring oceans and seas and an urgent call to action...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Chartwell
Books

Hardback #250080 Apr-2020 9780785838357 £21.99

Volcanotectonics
Understanding the Structure, Deformation and Dynamics of Volcanoes
Agust Gudmundsson(Author)
A volcanic eruption occurs when a magma-filled fracture propagates from its source to the
surface. Analysing and understanding the conditions that allow this to happen constitute a
major part of the scientific field of volcanotectonics. This new...

608 pages | 260 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #250161 Apr-2020 9781107024953 £54.99

The World of Mineral Deposits
A Beginner's Guide to Economic Geology
Florian Neukirchen(Author), Gunnar Ries(Author)
This vivid introduction to economic geology not only describes the most important deposit
types, but also the processes involved in their formation. Magmatic, hydrothermal and
sedimentary processes, as well as weathering and alteration, are explained...

371 pages | 313 colour & 13 b/w illustrations, | Springer Nature

Hardback #250165 2020 9783030343453 £32.99

Landscapes and Landforms of Eastern Canada
Olav Slaymaker(Editor), Norm Catto(Editor)
This critical book focuses on the geomorphological landscapes of eastern Canada and
provides a companion volume to Landscapes and Landforms of Western Canada (2017).
There are a number of unique characteristics of eastern Canada's landscapes,...

596 pages | 387 colour & 24 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250178 2020 9783030351359 £129.99

Roadside Geology of Oklahoma
Neil H Suneson(Author)
Dinosaur tracks preserved in sandstone, knobs of granite rising from the plains, and springs
cascading down limestone cliffs are just a few of the fascinating geologic features discussed in
Roadside Geology of Oklahoma, a guide to more than 35 roads...

400 pages | colour photos, illustrations | Mountain Press Publishing
Company

Paperback #250298 2020 9780878426973 £26.99

Iceland
Tectonics, Volcanics, and Glacial Features
Tamie J Jovanelly(Author)
Explore the dramatic forces that have shaped the Icelandic landscape over 30 million years.
Iceland's formation and ongoing evolution offers a masterclass in geophysical processes.
Iceland: Tectonics, Volcanics, and Glacial Features presents a...

224 pages | illustrations | American Geophysical Union

Hardback #250362 Jun-2020 9781119427094 £151.00

Clearing the Air
The Beginning and the End of Air Pollution
Tim Smedley(Author)
Air pollution has become the world's single biggest environmental health risk, and science has
only recently begun to reveal its wide-ranging effects. Around the world, nine out of ten people
now breathe air containing high levels of pollutants....

320 pages | Bloomsbury Sigma (Bloomsbury imprint)

Paperback #250358 Jul-2020 9781472953339 £10.99
Hardback #245103 2019 9781472953315 £16.99

Competition Is Killing Us
How Big Business Is Harming Our Society and Environment – And What To Do About It
Michelle Meagher(Author)
We live in the age of big companies where rising levels of power are concentrated in the hands
of a few. Yet no government or organisation has the power to regulate these titan's and hold
them to account. We need big companies to share their...

224 pages | Penguin Books

Hardback #248614 Sep-2020 9780241423011 £16.99

Ecocide
Kill the Corporation before It Kills Us
David Whyte(Author)
We have reached the point of no return. The existential threat of climate change is now a
reality. The world has never been more vulnerable. Yet corporations are already planning a life
beyond this point. The business models of fossil fuel giants...

224 pages | Manchester University Press

Hardback #250152 May-2020 9781526146984 £12.99

Writing a New Environmental Era
Moving Forward to Nature
Ken Hiltner(Author)
Writing a New Environmental Era first considers and then rejects back-to-nature thinking and
its proponents like Henry David Thoreau, arguing that human beings have never lived at peace
with nature. Consequently, we need to stop thinking about going...

180 pages | Earthscan

Paperback #250156 2019 9780367143800 £29.99
Hardback #250157 2019 9780367143787 £115.00

Emerging and Transboundary Animal Viruses
Yashpal Singh Malik(Editor), Raj Kumar Singh(Editor), Mahendra Pal Yadav(Editor)
Emerging and Transboundary Animal Viruses, which is the first volume of the book series
Livestock Diseases and Management, summarizes the prominence and implications of the
emerging and transboundary animal viruses. Although livestock plays an...

377 pages | 30 colour & 4 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250177 2020 9789811504013 £129.99

The Robbery of Nature
Capitalism and the Ecological Rift
John Bellamy Foster(Author), Brett Clark(Author)
This book bridges the gap between social and environmental critiques of capitalism In the
nineteenth century, Karl Marx, inspired by the German chemist Justus von Liebig, argued that
capitalism's relation to its natural environment was that of a...

416 pages | Monthly Review Press

Paperback #250183 2020 9781583678398 £24.99
Hardback #250175 2020 9781583678404 £74.99
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History & Other Humanities

Organismal to Molecular Biology

The Climate Crisis and the Global Green New Deal
The Political Economy of Saving the Planet
Noam Chomsky(Author), Robert Pollin(Author), CJ Polychroniou(Contributor)
Can capitalism survive climate change? Can humanity?The environmental crisis underway is
unique in human history. It is a true existential crisis. Those alive today will decide the fate of
humanity. Meanwhile, the leaders of the most powerful state...

192 pages | Verso Books

Paperback #250207 Aug-2020 9781788739856 £12.99

Foot Work
What Your Shoes Are Doing to the World
Tansy E Hoskins(Author)
Do you know where your shoes come from? Do you know where they go when you're done
with them?In 2018, 66.3 million pairs of shoes were manufactured across the world every
single day. They have never been cheaper to buy, and we have never been...

288 pages | Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Paperback #250296 2020 9781474609852 £14.99

Hacking Planet Earth
How Geoengineering Can Help Us Reimagine the Future
Thomas M Kostigen(Author)
An exploration of the cutting-edge technology that will enable us to confront the realities of
climate change.For decades scientists and environmentalists have sounded the alarm about
the effects of global warming. We are now past the tipping point....

352 pages | Tarcherperigee

Hardback #250337 2020 9780593187548 £28.99

Sustainable Development Goals
Their Impacts on Forests and People
Pia Katila(Editor), Carol J Pierce Colfer(Editor), Wil de Jong(Editor), Glenn Galloway(Editor),
Pablo Pacheco(Editor), Georg Winkel(Editor)
Forests provide vital ecosystem services crucial to human well-being and sustainable
development, and have an important role to play in achieving the seventeen Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations 2030 Agenda. Little attention,...

652 pages | 17 colour & 12 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #250338 2019 9781108486996 £83.99

Floating Coast
An Environmental History of the Bering Strait
Bathsheba Demuth(Author)
A groundbreaking exploration of the relationship between humans and the natural world where
two great economic ideologies converge.Along the Bering Strait, through the territories of the
Inupiat and Yupik in Alaska, and the Yupik and Chukchi in...

416 pages | 18 b/w photos, 7 b/w maps | W.W. Norton & Co.

Paperback #249372 Sep-2020 9780393358322 £13.99
Hardback #245531 2019 9780393635164 £19.99

Upheaval
How Nations Cope with Crisis and Change
Jared Diamond(Author)
In his landmark international bestsellers Guns, Germs and Steel and Collapse, Jared Diamond
transformed our understanding of what makes civilizations rise and fall. Now, at a time when
crises are erupting around the world, he reveals what makes...

532 pages | 32 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour illustrations;
b/w maps | Penguin Books

Paperback #250221 May-2020 9780141977782 £10.99
Hardback #245922 2019 9780241003398 £24.99

The Logic of Information
A Theory of Philosophy as Conceptual Design
Luciano Floridi(Author)
Luciano Floridi presents an innovative approach to philosophy, conceived as conceptual
design. He explores how we make, transform, refine, and improve the objects of our
knowledge. His starting point is that reality provides the data, to be...

272 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #250320 2019 9780198833635 £29.99

A Furious Sky
The Five-Hundred-Year History of America's Hurricanes
Eric Jay Dolin(Author)
With A Furious Sky, best-selling author Eric Jay Dolin tells the history of America itself through
its five-hundred-year battle with the fury of hurricanes.Hurricanes menace North America from
June through November every year, each as powerful as...

432 pages | Liveright Publishing Corporation

Hardback #250336 Jun-2020 9781631495274 £23.99

A Primer of Population Genetics
Daniel L Hartl(Author)
A Primer of Population Genetics has been completely revised and updated to provide a
concise but comprehensive introduction to the basic concepts of population genetics and
genomics.Recent textbooks have tended to focus on such specialized topics as...

221 pages | illustrations, tables | Oxford University Press

Paperback #250348 Jun-2020 9780198862307 £34.99
Hardback #250349 Jun-2020 9780198862291 £69.99

Comparative High Pressure Biology
Philippe Sébert(Author)
Paperback reprint of a 2010 hardback.High pressure biology is an old, fascinating and
stimulating field of research. One of the major reasons for the interest in studying high pressure
is that this environmental factor also plays an important role in...

575 pages | Science Publishers

Paperback #250248 2019 9780367452407 £54.99
Hardback #182812 2010 9781578086382 £140.00

Marine Microbiology
Ecology and Applications
Colin B Munn(Author)
The third edition of this bestselling text has been rigorously updated to reflect major new
discoveries and concepts since 2011, especially progress due to extensive application of high-
throughput sequencing, single cell genomics and analysis of...

418 pages | 153 colour & 15 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #250085 2020 9780367183561 £59.99
Hardback #250086 2019 9780367183592 £119.99
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The Avian Erythrocyte
Its Phylogenetic Odyssey
Chester A Glomski(Author), Alessandra Pica(Author)
Paperback reprint of a 2011 hardback.The erythrocyte is perhaps the world's single best-
known cell; the red cell made its debut in a few invertebrates and thereupon conducted a
conceptual phylogenetic odyssey through the Classes of poikilothermic...

650 pages | Science Publishers

Paperback #250233 2019 9780367452247 £54.99
Hardback #190759 2011 9781578087181 £180.00

Raptor Medicine, Surgery and Rehabilitation
David E Scott(Author)
Comprehensive and extensively illustrated, this book accumulates years of practical knowledge
when dealing with injured birds of prey. It outlines everything from handling and the intake
examination through to practical procedures and the treatment...

326 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w tables | CABI Publishing

Hardback #250218 Aug-2020 9781789246100 £94.99
Hardback #231424 2016 9781780647463 £94.99

Genetics in the Madhouse
The Unknown History of Human Heredity
Theodore M Porter(Author)
In the early 1800s, a century before there was any concept of the gene, physicians in insane
asylums began to record causes of madness in their admission books. Almost from the
beginning, they pointed to heredity as the most important of these...

447 pages | 20 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #250232 Jun-2020 9780691203232 £21.99
Hardback #239895 2018 9780691164540 £29.99

Borrowed Time
The Science of How and Why We Age
Sue Armstrong(Author)
The question of how and why organisms age has teased scientists for centuries. There are
myriad competing theories, from the idea that aging is a simple wear and tear process, like the
rusting of a car, to the belief that aging and death are...

272 pages | Bloomsbury Sigma (Bloomsbury imprint)

Paperback #250357 Jun-2020 9781472936080 £10.99
Hardback #243670 2019 9781472936066 £16.99

Innate
How the Wiring of Our Brains Shapes Who We Are
Kevin J Mitchell(Author)
A leading neuroscientist explains why your personal traits are more innate than you thinkWhat
makes you the way you are – and what makes each of us different from everyone else? In
Innate, leading neuroscientist and popular science blogger...

293 pages | 40 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #250148 Apr-2020 9780691204154 £15.99
Hardback #244586 2018 9780691173887 £24.99

Hacking the Code of Life
How Gene Editing Will Rewrite Our Futures
Nessa Carey(Author)
Just 45 years ago, the age of gene modification was born. Researchers could create glow-in-
the-dark mice, farmyard animals producing drugs in their milk, and vitamin-enhanced rice that
could prevent half a million people going blind every year. But...

181 pages | no illustrations | Icon Books

Paperback #250159 Jul-2020 9781785786259 £8.99
Paperback #244622 2019 9781785784972 £12.99

The Body
A Guide for Occupants
Bill Bryson(Author)
'We spend our whole lives in one body and yet most of us have practically no idea how it works
and what goes on inside it. The idea of the book is simply to try to understand the extraordinary
contraption that is us.'In the bestselling,...

471 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations | Black Swan

Paperback #250187 May-2020 9780552779906 £9.99
Hardback #246284 2019 9780857522405 £24.99

Microbes
The Life-Changing Story of Germs
Phillip K Peterson(Author), Michael Osterholm(Foreword By)
This is the only book that tells both sides of the story of germs: that they are critically important
for our health and that the dangers of emerging pathogens continue to wreak havoc in our
bodies and around the world. With straight-forward and...

294 pages | Prometheus Books

Hardback #250111 Aug-2020 9781633886346 £18.99

Biography of Resistance
The Epic Battle Between People and Pathogens
Muhammad H Zaman(Author)
Award-winning Boston University educator and researcher Muhammad H. Zaman provides a
chilling look at the rise of antibiotic-resistant superbugs, explaining how we got here and what
we must do to address this growing global health crisis.In September...

304 pages | Harper Wave

Hardback #250122 Apr-2020 9780062862976 £24.99

Wood Microbiology
Decay and Its Prevention
Robert A Zabel(Author), Jeffrey Morrell(Author)
Wood Microbiology, second edition, presents the latest advances in wood decay and its
prevention. Coverage includes classification of fungi and bacteria, factors affecting growth and
survival, fungal metabolism, and wood chemistry. There are also...

576 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #250132 2020 9780128194652 £115.00

Medical Management of Wildlife Species
A Guide for Practitioners
Sonia M Hernandez(Editor), Heather W Barron(Editor), Erica A Miller(Editor), Roberto F
Aguilar(Editor), Michael J Yabsley(Editor)
With a focus on North America, this book offers an all-encompassing resource for reliable
information on the medical management of wild birds, mammals, amphibians, and turtles.
Focusing on the medical information relevant to the wildlife setting, it...

496 pages | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #250303 2019 9781119036586 £122.00

The Perfect Predator
A Scientist's Race to Save Her Husband from a Deadly Superbug: A Memoir
Steffanie Strathdee(Author), Thomas Patterson(Author)
A "fascinating and terrifying" (Scientific American) memoir of one woman's extraordinary effort
to save her husband's life – and the discovery of a forgotten cure that has the potential to save
millions more.Epidemiologist...

352 pages | Hachette Books

Hardback #250346 2019 9780316418089 £19.99
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Palaeontology

Mycology

Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs: The Sauropods
Rubén Molina-Pérez(Author), Asier Larramendi(Author)
The sauropods form one of the three great dinosaur groups. The sauropod dinosaurs roamed
the planet for millions of years, with creatures ranging from the smallest of the sauropods,
Magyarosaurus, to the huge Brachiosaurus. This one-of-a-kind...

288 pages | 2300 colour & b/w illustrations and colour maps | London
Natural History Museum

Hardback #249900 Sep-2020 9780565095185 £29.99

Fundamentals of Invertebrate Palaeontology
Microfossils
Sreepat Jain(Author)
Following on the macrofossils volume, this book provides practical morphological information,
together with detailed illustrations and brief explanatory texts. Each chapter starts with a brief
introduction, and goes on to describe the respective...

323 pages | 11 colour & 202 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250163 2020 9788132239604 £109.99

Nature Through Time
Virtual Field Trips Through the Nature of the Past
Edoardo Martinetto(Editor), Emanuel Tschopp(Editor), Robert A Gastaldo(Editor)
This book simulates a historical walk through nature, teaching readers about the biodiversity
on Earth in various eras with a focus on past terrestrial environments. Geared towards a
student audience, using simple terms and avoiding long complex...

417 pages | 160 colour & 34 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250164 Apr-2020 9783030350574 £54.99

Atlas of Quaternary Pollen and Spores in China
Lingyu Tang(Editor), Limi Mao(Editor), Junwu Shu(Editor), Chunhai Li(Editor), Caiming
Shen(Editor), Zhongze Zhou(Editor)
This book provides an important reference guide to pollen and spore identification for Chinese
Quaternary palynological studies. Presenting and describing more than 400 colour
photomicrographs of pollen grains and spores retrieved from sediments in...

579 pages | 439 colour & 20 b/w photos | Springer Nature

Hardback #250176 May-2020 9789811371028 £159.99

Härmät, Noet, Ruosteet [Erysiphales Soot, and Rust Fungi]
Soili Stenroos(Author), Teuvo Ahti(Author), Vanamo Salo(Author)
This guide introduces 240 species, subspecies or groups of species of fungi found in Finland.
The introductory chapters deal with the classification, structure, interaction of these fungi with
their host plants and their importance in their habitats....

392 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Finnish Museum of
Natural History

Paperback #249991 Mar-2020 9789515157447 £79.99

Common Wild Mushrooms of West Bengal
Krishnendu Acharya(Author), Prakash Pradhan(Author), Asok Kanti Kanyal(Foreword By)
Based on the authors' decade-long experience in the field of mushrooms and macrofungi, this
is a photographic field guide to the mushrooms of West Bengal, India. It describes some of the
common mushrooms and includes methods for collection and...

118 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | West Bengal Biodiversity Board

Paperback #250283 2017 9788193240113 £49.99

Mushrooms of the Upper Midwest
A Simple Guide to Common Mushrooms
Teresa Marrone(Author), Kathy Yerich(Author)
Mushrooms of the Upper Midwest includes the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.Hundreds of full-colour photographs
with easy-to-understand text make this a perfect visual guide.- species...

304 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #250305 2020 9781591939603 £12.99
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